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ABSTRACT
Computer communications are becoming increasingly important in the
command, control and communications community. Using models to verify
that the communication protocols used by these computers function
properly is a time and effort saving device. A model called systems of
communicating machines combines two types of models, finite state
machines and programming language models.
In this thesis systems of communicating machines is used to specify and
analyze the IEEE token ring protocol. The specification makes several
simplifying assumptions about the protocol in order to make the analysis
manageable. These simplifications include limiting the network to two
machines and shortening the frame and token formats to reduce the number
of transmissions on the network. This thesis exercises the resulting
specification to both verify that the protocol won't fall and that the
specification is correct. The type of analysis used in this thesis Is called a
reachability analysis or a system state analysis.
This specification and analysis of the IEEE token ring protocol proves the
protocol won't fail for a two machine network. This thesis also proves that
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A. FORMAL MODELING OF PROTOCOLS
A protocol is a set of rules and procedures used by different computers
to communicate with each other. The protocols are implemented on the
computers In a network as a set of common software. The purpose of a
protocol Is to establish a common set of rules and procedures to allow
different computers to communicate. Protocols are designed in layers, with
the bottom layer being the interface with the communications medium and
the top layer being the user application. The number of layers In between
depends on the design of a particular system and which standard (If any) It
follows.
Each layer of a communications protocol is designed to accomplish
specific tasks. These tasks range from transmitting bits on the
communication medium and reading bits from the medium to breaking files
destined for transfer Into packets and formatting those packets into frames
that will be recognizable to the receiving machine. The design and
implementation of a large protocol suite can be a very complicated task; it
is not always easy to understand how all the pieces fit together. This
complexity makes the testing and verification of a new protocol difficult.
Testing a new protocol design can also be very expensive; not only is
computer time a valuable resource, but many potential failures can take
days to occur.
Due to the complexity and expense of testing new protocols, systems
designers turned to modeling the software to find potential problems. Many
1
methods for modeling computer networks have been developed: Petri nets,
finite state machines, programming languages and hybrid models. Analysts
use one or more of these models to specify a network as completely as
possible and then run the model to test for possible system failures. These
failures fall into two general categories: safety errors and progress errors.
A safety error occurs when the protocol fails and communication ceases.
Examples of safety errors include deadlock (a system state from which
there is no exit) and livelock (an infinite loop of a small number of system
states). A progress error occurs when one or more stations in the network
is unable to participate In the communication activity. An example of a
progress error Is starvation (where one or more stations in the network
never get a chance to transmit information). These models can help identify
these potential failure conditions. They can also be used to prove the
functional correctness of a particular protocol, assuming the model is
accurate. For these reasons, much time and research effort has gone into
the search for new, easier to use models.
B. THE TOKEN RIN6 PROTOCOL
A local area network (LAN) is designed to connect computers in a small
geographic area, such as an office, building, or several buildings. These
networks typically use microcomputers as workstations to share a
minicomputer or mainframe among many users. The microcomputers also
stand alone and enable their users to perform other computing functions
without tying up the main computer. A typical use would be to run user
applications requiring a lot of computational power and speed on the
mainframe computer and use the microcomputers for electronic mall,
running programs remotely on the mainframe, etc. LANs also allow the
users to share other expensive resources, such as a graphics printer.
The token ring network is a LAN. The computers on the network are
connected serially 1n a ring configuration. Each computer has an upstream
neighbor and a downstream neighbor. (See Figure 1). Data flows around the
ring in one direction only. A computer receives data from Its upstream






















Physical Medium A , B , C . D , E , F , C . H - Ring Station?
a.b,c,d.e.f.g,li - Bypass Function
All stations are active except B (b illustrated in bypass mode)
Figure I: Token Ring Configuration
one time, only one computer Is transmitting new data on the ring. All other
computers are only repeating the transmitted data (and some are copying
the data into buffers as they repeat It on the ring).
A unique pattern of bits, called a token, Is continuously circulated on the
ring. When a station wants to transmit, It must wait until It gets the token.
When It gets the token, It removes the token from the ring (so no one else
can transmit) and transmits Its data. Every station on the ring has a timer
to prevent it from holding the token too long (and thus monopolizing the
ring). When a station has completed transmitting, It waits for the message
to return and then removes It. The station then generates and transmits a
new token on the ring. In this manner, the token propagates around the ring
and every station gets a chance to transmit eventually.
In 1985, the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Issued the 802 group of
standards. These standards defined the requirements for three types of
LANs: the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detect (CSMA/CD),
the token passing bus, and the token ring. The purpose of these standards Is
to ensure uniformity among various LANs of the same type and allow users
to buy equipment from different vendors and know it will follow the rules.
These standards will also make it possible to connect different networks of
the same type with a minimum amount of effort. The standard for the
physical and medium access control layers of the token ring network, which
is the basis for this thesis, is ANSI /IEEE Standard 802.5-1985.
C. SYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATING MACHINES
One model used to specify and analyze communication protocols is
called systems of communicating machines. This model has been used to
specify several types of network protocols, such as CSMA/CD, High-Level
Data Link Control (HDLC) and various routing protocols. It also has been
used to specify a simplified version of the token ring protocol. Section II
contains a detailed description of this model and the simplifying
assumptions that were used to apply it to the token ring network.
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Systems of communicating machines uses a combination of finite state
machines and variables to model the token ring protocol. Each
communicating machine is In one of several possible states and has local
variables. In any particular state, one or more actions Is possible. These
actions may or may not lead to a state transition, and they may or may not
change the values of some variables. Which actions are allowed depends on
the values of the local and global variables and the current state of the
communicating machine. All transitions and actions are instantaneous;
once a transition Is enabled, It may occur at any time. Communication
between machines Is accomplished through shared variables. Machines read
and write these shared variables to communicate. Each communicating
machine will have its own local state, the set of all local states in a
network is either a system or a global state.
If. THE SYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATING MACHINES MODEL
This chapter formally defines the systems of communicating machines
model used to specify communication protocols. The first two sections of
this chapter briefly describe the two modeling techniques, finite state
machines and programming language models, which form the basis for the
systems of communicating machines model. The third section gives the
formal definition of the general model, the adaptation of this model used to
specify the token ring protocol will be described in Chapter IV.
A. COMMUNICATING FINITE STATE MACHINES
One method of modelling communication protocols is with
communicating finite state machines. In this model, each process is
modelled as a finite state machine and implicit queues are used for
communication. Global states are used to define every possible condition of
the network. A global state consists of the state of every process In the
network and the contents of the queues. Transitions are enabled by various
combinations of the contents of the queues, and thus machines in the
network transition from state to state, possibly changing the contents of
the queues when they transition.
Communicating finite state machines are primarily used to perform a
reachability analysis. This analysis consists of exercising the model until
every possible state has been generated from the starting state. This type
of analysis Is useful for predicting deadlocks In the network and
documenting the events leading to a deadlock.
The chief disadvantage of using communicating finite state machines for
this analysis is the so-called "state explosion". Even if the queue lengths
are finite (which is not required In the pure finite state machine model),
modern protocols are so complex that the number of states generated with
this model can be unmanageable. [Ref. 1]
B. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE MODELS
Programming language models of communication protocols have the
advantage of being more flexible and robust than finite state machines.
However, programming language models are also much more complex than
finite state machines. Several programming languages have been developed
or adapted for the purpose of modelling protocols. Tnese languages include
CSP, Ada, and LOTOS. While each language has features to aid in this
analysis, the programming task can be very formidable if the protocol to be
modelled is large and complex. [Ref. 1]
C. SYSTEMS OF COMMUNICATING MACHINES
The systems of communicating machines model is an attempt to combine
the best features of the finite state machine model with some features
from the programming language model. The resulting model uses finite
state machines, but it uses local variables to reduce the number of machine
states. It also uses shared variables Instead of queues for communicating.
The following formal definition of systems of communicating machines
Is quoted from [Ref. 2] and Is reprinted here for the reader's convenience.
A system of communicating machines is an ordered pair
C = (M,V), where
is a finite set of machines, and





specified for each machine m
f
The subset R, of V is called the set of read
access variables for machine m
.,
and the subset W. the set of write access
variables for m
f





. Is a finite set of states;
(2) s i 5
;
. is a designated state called the initial state of m.,
(3) /.
;
. is a finite set of local variables;
(4) A/, is a finite set of names, each of which is associated with a
unique pair (p, a), where p is a predicate on the variables of /., U /?,,
and a is an act /on on the variables of L U /?, U W, Specifically, an
action Is a partial function
a.L.xRj—>L.x W.
from the values contained in the local variables and read access




. ; Sj x N. —> 5, Is a transition function, which Is a partial
function from the states and names of m
;
to the states of m
f
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Machines model the entities, which in a protocol system are processes
and channels. The shared variables are the means of communication
between the machines. Intuitively, /?. and W. are the subsets of V to which
m, has read and write access, respectively. A machine is allowed to make a
transition from one state to another when the predicate associated with the
name for that transition is true. Upon taking the transition, the action
associated with that name Is executed. The action changes the values of
local and/or shared variables, thus allowing other predicates to become
true.
The set Lj of local variables specifies a name and a range for each. The
range must be a finite or countable set of values.
A system state tuple is a tuple of all machine states. That is, if (M, V)
is a system of n communicating machines, and s,, for 1 < / < n, is the state
of machine m
f





) is the system state tuple of
(M, V). A system state Is a system state tuple, plus the outgoing
transitions which are enabled. That Is, two system states are equivalent If
every machine is in the same state, and the same outgoing transitions are
enabled. The initial system state is the system state such that every
machine Is In Its Initial state, and the outgoing transitions are the same as
in the initial global state.
The global state of a system consists of the system state, plus the
values of all variables, both local and shared. It may be written as a larger
tuple, combining the system state with the values of the variables. The
initial global state is the initial system state, with the additional
requirement that all variables have their Initial values. A global state
corresponds to a system state If every machine Is In the same state, and the
same outgoing transitions are enabled. That Is, a global state consists of a
tuple of machine states, plus the values of all variables. A system state
with the same tuple of machine states as the global state and the same
enabled outgoing transitions is the corresponding system state.
Lett(s., n) = s2 be a transition which is defined on machine mf
Transition t is enabled If the enabling predicate p, associated with name n,
is true. Transition t may be executed whenever m. Is in state s. and the
predicate p is true (enabled). The execution of i is an atomic action, In
which both the state change and the action a associated with h occur
simultaneously.
Note that if the values of all variables are restricted to some finite
range, then the model can theoretically be reduced to a simple finite state
machine. Otherwise, an infinite number of global states are possible.
However, even If the number of global states Is infinite, the number of
system states is finite, because of the finlteness of each machine. This
may allow a reachability analysis on the system states, when a reachability
analysis on the global states Is infinite. Even when the values of all
variables are of a finite range, the number of global states in the equivalent
FSM system may be so large as to be intractable. [Ref. 2]
III. THE IEEE TOKEN RING PROTOCOL
This chapter gives a brief overview of how a token ring LAN operates.
The discussion Is based on [Ref. 3] and therefore does not pertain to any
particular implementation of the token ring protocol. Section A explains
the physical layout of the network. Section B describes the formats of the
frames and tokens that are circulated on the ring. Section C concludes this
chapter with a description of how the token ring operates. For a more
detailed explanation of the token ring protocol, see [Ref. 3].
A. TOPOLOGY
A token ring LAN is configured in a ring. Transmission is point to point,
in one direction only. Most token rings use centrally located switching
centers to accomplish the ring connections, and each station on the ring has
its own cable connection to the switching center. When a particular station
wants to connect to the ring, it sends a signal to the switching center. The
switching center activates a relay that inserts the station into the ring, as
long as the signal from the station Is present, the relay remains energized
and the station is connected to the ring. When an error Is detected by either
the switching center itself or the station, the relay is de-energized and the
station is placed In the bypass mode. This scheme Is very flexible, as long
as there are connections available in the switching center, new stations can
be added to the ring. The switching centers can also be connected to each
other, allowing more room for expansion. The maximum size of a token ring
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network is 250 stations, which Is determined by timing and data rate
considerations beyond the scope of this thesis.
B. FORMATS
The token ring network uses a form of encoding known as differential
Manchester. This encoding scheme allows timing information to be implicit
In the data signal. It also allows two symbols to be defined which are not
data symbols. These unique symbols, called J and K, are used in both the
token and the frame starting and ending delimiters. If these unique symbols
occur anywhere else in a frame, an error has occurred and the network
accomplishes recovery procedures.
The token format is
[SD, AC, ED].
The frame format Is
[SD, AC, FC, DA, SA, INFO, FCS, ED, FS].
SD is the starting delimiter and consists of J, K, and symbols. AC is the
access control field. A token bit in this field lets a receiving station know
If it is processing a token or a frame; if it is a token, the receiving station
may change the token bit to denote a token and begin transmitting its
messages. The ED field is the ending delimiter and consists of J, K, and 1
symbols. The FC field in a frame Is the frame control field and Identifies
the type of frame. The DA and SA fields are the destination and source
addresses for this frame. The INFO field is the information field and is
optional; I.e., a control frame does not need to contain an information field,
but a data message will obviously contain Information. The FCS field Is the
frame check sequence used for error detection. The FS field Is the frame
status field used by the receiver to acknowledge reception of a message.
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For a more detailed explanation of these fields and their formats,
see [Ref . 3].
C. OPERATION
When a station on the ring wants to transmit a frame, It must first seize
the token. When the station detects a usable token, I.e., a token with a
priority that is equal to or lower than the priority of the frame the station
wants to transmit, it sets the token bit to Indicate a frame Is next. Setting
the token bit changes the token to a frame; the station has now "seized" the
token. Now no other station can transmit new information onto the ring.
The station proceeds to transmit Its frame(s) until It Is done or its
maximum allowable time to hold the token expires (this time limit is
determined by the network managers). The station then transmits an
end-of-frame sequence and transmits fill (all zeroes) while it waits for the
last frame transmitted to go full cycle and return. When this last frame Is
received, the station generates a new token and transmits it on the ring,
allowing the next station an opportunity to transmit.
Every station is responsible for removing all messages it originates from
the ring. This Is necessary to ensure old frames do not circulate forever on
the ring. While a station is waiting for its last transmitted frame to
return, it is also stripping all its previous messages from the ring and
replacing them with fill. The last field In a frame is used by the
destination to acknowledge receipt of a frame. Two bits are used to
Indicate whether a station recognized its own address in the frame header
and whether or not that station copied the frame into its buffers. These
bits let the sending station know the result of its transmission.
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On every token ring, one station assumes the role of active monitor;
every other station on the ring Is automatically a standby monitor. The
active monitor is responsible for maintaining the ring In proper operating
condition. It checks and corrects the signal timing to keep all stations
synchronized. The active monitor checks to see that a token is always
present on the ring. It monitors frames that pass to make sure they are
new, not leftover frames that some station didn't remove. The active
monitor also lets the other stations on the ring know that an active monitor
is present by broadcasting a special control frame periodically. The active
monitor uses timers to monitor these conditions; the timers are reset when
certain conditions are met (such as a valid token going by). If an error is
detected, the active monitor takes corrective actions. Every station on the
ring that is not the active monitor Is a standby monitor. If a standby
monitor believes there is no active monitor present on the ring (because of
the absence of the control frames), it will assume the role of active
monitor. In this way, the token ring network is self-monitoring. For a more
detailed description of the active monitor and Its functions, see [Ref. 31
IV. SPECIFICATION OF THE TOKEN RING PROTOCOL
This chapter explains how systems of communicating machines can be
used to specify and analyze the token ring protocol that is stated in [Ref. 31
The general model is explained in Chapter I! of this thesis, this chapter
describes the specific adaptation of the model to specify the token ring
protocol. Section A explains the assumptions used to simplify the protocol
to make the model more manageable. Section B describes the formats of the
tokens and frames which are transmitted by the stations in the model.
Section C explains how the model is structured and how it works. The
explanation includes a picture of the finite state machine part of the model,
a description of the local and shared variables used by the communicating
machines, and a transition name/action table to describe the various states
and transitions between them.
A. SIMPLIFICATIONS OF THE PROTOCOL
The model systems of communicating machines can be used to model the
token ring protocol. In [Ref. 2], this model has been adapted to specify the
token ring protocol. In order to keep the specification down to a reasonable
size, several simplifications were made to the protocol. These
simplifications were: (from [Ref.2])
1. No attempt is made to model the timing. It is assumed that
transitions which are enabled will occur, eventually.
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2. The Input and output buffers (that Is, the shared variables) of the
entire network have the capacity to hold the largest frame transmitted on
the ring. This means that when a station transmits a frame, It may
transmit the entire message before checking its input buffers for the first
part of the message.
3. Only one frame is transmitted before giving up the token. In the
IEEE standard, a station may send as many frames as it can before the
expiration of THT, the token holding timer. For purposes of brevity, in this
section the limit Is one message.
4. No errors In transmission. In the standard, much of the complexity
of the protocol goes into handling errors.
5. All messages have equal priority. The standard protocol allows
eight different priority levels, with an elaborate procedure for raising and
lowering them.
6. No active or standby monitors. In the standard token ring, every
station contains a monitor for various error checking. [Ref. 2]
Most of these simplifying assumptions could be relaxed, if a more
realistic model is desired. However, none of these assumptions
significantly changes the function of the protocol and the model is easier to
analyze using them.
B. MESSAGES AND FORMATS
In IEEE Standard 802.5-1985, four different types of units are
transmitted on the ring: binary 0, binary 1, non-data symbol J and non-data
symbol K. In the model used to specify the token ring protocol, the units
transmitted on the ring are characters. This means that each station on the
ring will transmit and receive a sequence of characters rather than
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individual bits. The model uses two special characters, 'J and "K", to denote
the beginning and end of a message, respectively. These special characters
will not appear In the middle of a message. Two types of messages will be
transmitted in this model: the token and the frame. The token shall have
the format
[J, T, K]
and the frame shall have the format
[J, F, DA, SA, INFO, K, C],
where the DA and SA fields are both integers indicating the destination and
source addresses of the frame, INFO is the data being transmitted (and thus
will be a sequence of characters generated by a higher level protocol), and
the C field is one bit. The C bit is the "frame copied" bit and lets the sender
know whether or not the INFO was copied by the destination station. [Ref. 2]
The first character of any message is a J, followed by either a T or an F,
indicating whether the message is a token or a frame. If the message is a
token, the next character is a K, ending the message. If the message is a
frame, the next two characters are integers indicating the destination and
sending stations, followed by a sequence of characters which are the data
being transmitted. The message ends with a K and the C bit. The receiver
uses the C bit to indicate reception of the message to the sender. [Ref. 2]
C. PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
To specify the token ring protocol, a state diagram, an action table and a
picture of the shared and local variables are used. Figure 2 depicts the
state machine diagram of the model. Table 1 contains the action table, and











Figure 2: State Diagram for the Token Ring Protocol
transition names and their meanings; this table is not part of the
specification but is included to aid the understanding of the
transitions. [Ref. 2]
Each edge of the state diagram Is labeled with a transition name. The
enabling predicate and corresponding action which accompany the transition
appear In Table I, the action table. Figure 3 contains the shared and local
variables associated with each station on the ring. The shared variables are
inbuf and outbuf, while PDU and msgbuf are local to each station. The index
variables (o, i, m, r, p) are also local variables. In the starting state (0 in
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Figure 2), all buffer variables (Inbuf, outbuf, PDU and msgbuf) are empty,
with exactly one exception, and all index variables are equal to I. The
exception to the empty buffers is one shared variable on the ring contains
the token, [J, T, K]. The local buffer variable PDU is used by the station to
queue messages waiting for transmission on the ring. A PDU is a protocol
data unit, the data block from the higher level protocol on the station. The
msgbuf local variable is used to queue Incoming messages from the ring
until a higher level protocol Is ready to accept them. [Ref. 2]
TABLE 1: ACTION TABLE FOR THE TOKEN RING PROTOCOL
transition enabling predicate action
rep -iinbuf{i)({Q,J} repeat
PDU-Q rDU{r) ^0
J inbuf (i) = J repeat
l\ inbuf [i) = T repeat




yes inbuf (i) = MA
A msgbuf =
repeat
cr inbuf {i) ^ K msgbuf(m) <— inbuf\i);inc{m); repeal
K inbuf [i) = K repeat
Ach true outbuf (0) *— I;t7i6u/(t) <— 0;nir(o, t)
2 a inbuf [i) = T
outbuf (0,0 (B 1) «- {DA,SA); inc(o)
outbuf (0) <— F;inbuf{i) *— 0;mc(o, ?)
Xinit PDV(r,p) ± outbuf (0) <— riJU{r, p)\ inc(o,p)
EPDU PDU{r,p) = outbuf (0) <— A';ntc(o);p «— 1
XEOF outbuf (0) <— 0;t)ic(o);
reml inbuf (i) ^ (Qv MA) inbuf (i) <— 0; inc(i)
MA inbuf {i) = MA inbuf (t) <— 0; inc{i)
newT true outbuf(0,0® l,o© 2) - {J,T,K);o <-o8 3;
rem2 inbuf (i) £ K inbuf (i) <— 0; ine(t')
remit inbuf (i) — K inbuf (?) <— 0; inc(>)
miss inbuf (t) = inbuf (i) *- 0; inc(t)
Oh inbuf (1) = \ tn6u/(i) .- H\inc(i);PDU{r) *- V)\inc{r.)
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The state diagram of Figure 2 for each machine on the ring can be viewed
as two distinct parts. In the left side, states 0-4, the station has no PDU







queued for transmission, while In the right side, states 5-15, the station
has a PDU ready for transmission. A PDU Is queued by a higher level
protocol; the PDU is placed In the next available slot In the PDU buffer to
await transmission. The enabling predicate for the PDU-G transition from
state to state 5 reflects the result of this action by the higher level
protocol. A station in state is just repeating incoming characters to Its
downstream neighbor.
After a PDU is queued and the station has taken the transition to state 5,
the station continues to repeat Incoming characters until It can capture the
20
token and transmit the PDU. In both parts of the state diagram, the station
must copy any messages addressed to this station into Its msgbuf, unless
the msgbuf Is full. If the msgbuf Is full, the higher level protocol has not
yet read the last message received, and the station takes the no transition.
TABLE 2: MEANINGS OF THE TRANSITION NAMES
transition meaning
re j) repeat character to the next station
PDU-Q a PDU is queued for transmission
J first character of a frame or token
F second character of a frame
no no, frame not sent to this station
yes frame addressed to this station
cr copy and repeat character to next station
K ending delimiter for frame or token
Ack acknowledgement of frame
Xmit transmit frame
EPDV end of protocol data, unit
XEOF transmit end of frame




newT transmit a new token
revi2 remove 2nd part of frame
reniK remove the K
miss frame was not received successfully
OK frame was received
This means the station does not receive the message; the sender will know
because the C bit (the frame copied field) will not be set. [Ref. 2]
If a station has a PDU queued and it captures the token, the station
transitions from state 5 through state 6 to state 7 and transmits the PDU.
After transmitting the PDU, the station transitions to state 8 and then to
state 9 by transmitting the 'K' character and the C bit (0). In state 9, the
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station waits for the return of Us message and strips It off the ring. When
the station recognizes Its own address in the SA field, 1t transitions to
state 10 and transmits a new token on the ring. In state 11, the station
removes the remainder of its message from the ring. In state 12, the
station checks the frame copied bit, the C field. If C = 1, the destination
station copied the frame and this station can clear the PDU buffer and
return to state via the OK transition. If C = 0, the destination station did
not copy the frame, so this station returns to state 5 to retransmit the PDU
(after recapturing the token, of course). [Ref. 2]
In the predicate-action table, Table 1, the action repeat is the basic act
of retransmitting (repeating) the Incoming character to the downstream
station, It consists of the three statements
outbuf(o) <~ tnbuf(l); InbufdX— 0; 1nc(o, 1).
Increment One) adds one to each of its arguments using modulo arithmetic
to simulate a circular counter (i.e., if an argument is at its maximum value,
It is reset to its minimum value when It is Incremented). [Ref. 2]
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE TOKEN RIN6 PROTOCOL
This chapter explains the results of using the specification described In
Chapter IV to analyze the token ring protocol. Section A gives the
background for the analysis by explaining what a reachability analysis is
and what the main problems associated with this type of analysis are.
Section B explains the secondary goal of this type of analysis: verifying the
model. Section B also describes the errors discovered in the specification
of the token ring protocol. Section C describes what the results of the
analysis were. The table included in Section C contains the 630 states that
were generated when the model was run.
A. TYPE OF ANALYSIS
As stated in Chapter II, a system state for the Systems of
Communicating Macnines model is a tuple consisting of the state of every
machine in the network, plus the enabled outgoing transitions for each
machine. A global state for this model Is a tuple consisting of the state of
every machine plus the values of all Its variables, both local and shared. It
is possible for one system state to correspond to several global states;
that is, two system state tuples may be Identical except for having
different outgoing transitions enabled and therefore having different values
in one or more variables.
One method of protocol analysis Is called reachability analysis. Once a
specification of the protocol has been developed, it can be run (either
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manually or on a computer) until all the possible system states have been
generated, or reached. These states can then be studied to detect possible
protocol failures. A reachability analysis is mostly used to detect deadlock
conditions. A deadlock exists when the system reaches a state from which
there Is no exit; all communication on the network comes to a halt. Other
failure conditions that can be detected with a reachability analysis include
starvation (one or more machines never get a chance to transmit on the
network) and llvelock (the network gets locked Into a never-ending cycle of
a small number of system states).
There are two main problems with this type of analysis. First of all, It
is undecidable whether the analysis will ever terminate. This means that
there may be an infinite number of possible states. Secondly, even if the
anlaysis does terminate, there Is for any nontrlvlal protocol a combinatorial
explosion of states. This means that the number of states may be so large
that even an automated analysis is impractical, taking days, weeks or years
of computer time.
A reachability analysis was performed on the system states; this Is
called system state analysis. The analysis used an abbreviated form of the
global states. The tuples consisted of the state of each machine and the
values of its shared variables, local variables were not represented in
order to keep the size of the tuples small. The network consisted of two
machines; it is left to further research to expand the analysis to three or
more machines. The results of this analysis are contained In Part C of this
section. A total of 630 states were generated for this two-machine
network, and no errors in the token ring protocol were discovered.
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B. VERIFYING THE MODEL
A secondary goal In performing a reachability analysis is to verify the
proper operation of the model of the protocol. As the model is exercised and
new system states are reached, the user can check to see that the
transitions occur In a timely and logical (consistent with the actual
protocol) manner. The model can be fine tuned to correct any deficiencies.
It can also be modified to simplify the analysis or to bring Its behavior
closer to the actual protocol's functioning.
In performing a reachability analysis with systems of communicating
machines, three errors were discovered in the token ring specification.
Correcting these errors brought the specification's behavior in line with the
protocol's function and also helped minimize the number of possible states.
in the original specification, the enabling predicate for the no
transistion (see Table 1) did not include inbuf(i) = 0. Not including this
condition meant that a machine in states 2 or 13 could transition without
having received the address of the frame. The Intent of the no transition is
to continue repeating if either the frame is addressed to someone else or
this machine does not have room in its buffer for the frame. Adding the
condition inbuf(i) = forces the machine to check the address and/or its
buffers before transitioning.
The second error in the original specification involved the Ack
transition. The original specification listed the transition as always
enabled; a machine in states 4 or 15 could immediately transition.
Problems arose if the sender had not taken the XEOF transition to state 9
yet. If the receiver sent an Ack and entered a repeat state, followed by the
sender taking the XEOF transition and transmitting a 0, the receiver would
repeat this and an extra character would be in the queues. The Ack
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transition was intended to remove this from the system. Changing the
enabling predicate for Ack to Inbuf(l) = accomplishes this task.
The third correction to the original specification involved the Xmit
transition. The Xmit transition's original action was:
outbuf(o) <— PDU(r,p); 1nc(o,p).
While this action Is technically correct, It led to a larger number of states
than necessary; i.e., every machine needed to take the Xmit transition three
times In order to transmit a one-character PDU. Modifying the action to:
outbuf(o) <-- PDU(r,p); inc(o,p)
and changing the action of the (preceding) T
2
transition to:
outbuf(o) <-- F; inbuf(i) <-- 0; 1nc(o,i);
outbuf(o, o+ 1 ) <— DA, 5A; 1nc(o)
simplifies this transition and allows the sender to transmit an entire PDU
in one action.
C. RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
Table 3 (in the appendix) contains a listing of all the states generated
with a two-machine network using the systems of communicating machines
model to specify a token ring network. The num column is a reference
number for each abbreviated global state. The s. column contains the state
of machine 1, and similarly the s« column contains the state of machine 2.
The Inbuf « column contains the contents of the Inbuf shared variable for
machine 1 (and therefore, for this two-machine network, the contents of
the outbuf shared variable for machine 2), the 1nbuf2 column is
the
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contents of the inbuf shared variable for machine 2 and the outbuf shared
variable for machine 1. The last column contains tuples made up of a
transition name and a num reference number. The group of tuples represent
all possible transitions from the current state; the num reference number
for each transition directs the reader to the table entry for the new system
state if that transition is taken. The superscripts on the transition name
denote the number of the machine (1 or 2) which Is taking that particular
transition; superscripts were used rather than subscripts because some
transition names contain subscripts already.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis used the systems of communicating machines model to
specify the IEEE token ring protocol. The thesis then used this specification
to analyze the protocol. The purpose of this analysis is both to verify the
protocol functions properly and to verify the correctness of the
specification.
The analysis in Section V proves that the token ring protocol will not
fail In a two machine network. No states were generated from which there
is no transition out; therefore, the protocol Is deadlock-free. Also, since
the token passed from one machine to the other with no problems,
starvation does not exist in a network which properly installs the token
ring standard. A close examination of the system states table shows that
no loops exist, either. The network moves from state to state smoothly, and
eventually returns to its starting state and starts the communication
process all over again.
The analysis in Section V also serves to validate the model of the token
ring protocol. Exhaustively exercising the model and generating every
possible state proves the model functions properly. This model can be used
to evaluate other token ring Implementations to test for failure conditions
and to test how well they conform to the IEEE standard.
This model makes several simplifying assumptions about the token ring
protocol. Now that this version of the model has been verified, future
versions may relieve one or more of those simplifying assumptions In order
to more closely model the behavior of a token ring network. The model
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could be modified to allow a station to transmit more than one frame at a
time when It has the token. This change would require some sort of timing
mechanism (such as another shared variable, called Clock) In order to model
the token holding timer. Adding timing to the model would also make it
more realistic. As the model now stands, one station can transmit several
characters in a row without the other station reacting. In a real network,
both stations would be transmitting alternately (actually, one station would
be transmitting and one would be repeating). With timing in the model, the
stations would have to take turns transmitting on the ring.
There are many ways to add to the model to make it more closely
resemble the actual protocol. However, the analyst must be careful when
adding complexity to the model. Adding too much detail can make the model
too large and unwieldy to be a useful analytical tool. If the model yields too
many possible system states, it will be too difficult to interpret the
results of running the model.
Future research may want to add detail to the model and extend these
results to a network with three or more machines. Extending the results to
a network of n machines would prove the protocol won't fail under any
conditions and would be very worthwhile.
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APPENDIX
TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS
num
"i inbufi ."•2 inbufi transitions
./, r, a' - {2,J l ),(2,PDU -Q'h{l,PDU -Q l )
1 5 .7. T, A" - (4<),J*).(~17.PDT -Q 2 )
2 .7. 7\ A' 5 - (\7.PDV -Q l ).(<). J>)
3 J 7\ A' J ([.T{).{ r).J 2 ).(C>,PDV -Q l )
1 7v' J.T (7.rt I >
] ).(*.PDU - Q* ).{<). PDU - Q 2 ).{ 10. J 2 )
5 1 T.K.J 1 - (10,77)
1 T, K 5 ./ (9,7V ),( 11,,P)
\
7 - •7,7, A (12. PDU - Q l ),{ \'.\,PDU - Q l )A ll,./ 2 )
X 5 A .7. T ( 12, r( /;').( \rh PDU -Q 2 ).(\(kJ 2 )
s
9 A r, J,T {\li,r,p1 ),(V>,PDV -Q'),(\7.J 2 )
N 10 A",./ i T (\\.ifi> l ).(H).PDT -Q l ),(lH,T'i)
1J J T.K.J - (17,7V)
12 5 - .7.7, 7a [V)J'DV - Q 2 ),(20,J 2 )
13 - 5 J.T.K (19, POT -Q ] ).(2l.J 2 )
1 1 J L T.K (20,PDU -Q l ), (22, J 1 ). (23, 77)
15 5 K 5 J. T ( 19, rrp 1 ). (24../ 2 )
16 5 A', .7 1 T (20, re/), (25, 7?)
17 h\J 6 T (2J, rep 1 ), (2-i.i'jDr -Q'),(20,7^)
is (J K.J.T - (23, re/i'M 25, PDU -Q l ). {27. PDU - Q 2 )
19 5 - 5 J.T. K (28, J 2 )
\ 20 5 J 1 T.K (29, J 1 ), (30, 2?)
21 J 6 T. K (28, POT - g 1 ), (31. J 1 )- (32.1'jf)
22 1 - 1 T, A". .7 (33,77)
23 J. 7 A ( 0. rr//
J ).(:{.{..7' )•( 3 l./'/;r -Q 2 )
"v 21 5 A,./ 7' (28,rqV),(35,7£)
s 25 5 K.J.T - (30, re/; 1 ), (30, POT -(/2 )
N 20 K.J.F 1 - (32, re/; 1 ), ( 35, POT - Q 1 ). (38. A M it 2 )
27 K.J.I' 5 - (3-1. rt/* 1 ),(36,POT -g 1 )
28 5 J T. K (39..7 1 ).(10,7 ,|)
29 6 _r 1 T.K.J (H.7?)
30 5 j. r K (l.rcp 2 ),(\l.J l ).(\2.PDT -Q 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
nttm
"i inbufi 92 inbufi transitions
:il 1 - (i T,h\J (13,:/?)
32 J,F 7 K (10,/ ,L'^-g , ),('J'K7 , ),(-l-J,.Vjl//7'! )




, ).(IO,7 ,DC - (?*)
31 J,T 5 A' (18, •/'),( 12, P0P -(?'), (2, rc-y)
35 5 A,J,F 7 - ( 10, rr/; 1 ),( I!). A'A/;/'2 )
30 5 A,./,?
1
5 - (•12, rep')
3.s h,J,F,DA,SAJ 7 - (19, P/7f/ - (<?'),( 1 1," /''),( r>0, FI'PU 2 )
39 (i - (i /', A,./ (51,7?)
10 5 /, f 7 A (5I,./ I ),(52, X Mil 2 )
II (i 7' a, 7 (53,7:j ), (40, rr/)z ),(5J, /'/;// -(/2 )
12 •r) ./,/• 5 A (5l,.7 , ),(47,tV)
13 i F 7 A, 7 (55,F I K(56,.VJ»/»7 ,i )
II J,F,DA,SAJ 7 A' (50,7' ),(V2,7W - Q' ),(57, EPDV'2 )
45 (I - A", 7.
7' (H$,PDU - Q l )A.bO,PDU - Q 2 ).(\<rrp 2 )
10 () 7\ A' 7 ((i0,7
,
2
l ),((il,7 2 ).(()2,F/J(^ ~Q a )
17 5 7,7, A' 5 - (02,7')
4.x 1 7' 5 A',7 (59,-77 ),(G,rf/>2 )
49 5 h\J,F,DA,SAJ 7 - (52,r^ , ),(03,FF/;{/'i )
50 A',J,F,£M,,5M,7,A 8 - (57,rf/»'),(63,/V;f/ - Q' ).(G4, A" EOF'-1 )
51 (5 F 1 a,.; (05, F 1 MOO, Ail//'/ 2 )
52 5 J, F,OA,SA,l 7 A (00,./ , ),(07, EPDV 2 )
53 7 - A, 7, A ( 08, A~ JU/7 1 ), (GO, re;/2 ), (09, PDF - Q2 )
54 (i T 5 A',7 (09,7'2
I ),(02,rc/;i )
55 2 - 7 A,./,/' (70,AJl//7 2 )
5(i 1 f, r?/i,.9/i,/ 7 A, 7 (70, F 1 ),(7\J::i'DU'2 )
57 J,FJ)A,SAJ,I\ 8 A (71,7' ),(07,/>M/ -g 1 ),(72,AF(7/-''2 )
•
r)S 5 - A, 7,
7
(8,/V),(73,F/7('-C/2 )
59 - 5 A", 7, /' (T.\,PDV - Q l ),{!), >fn2 )
GO 7 A 7,F (7I.Ail//7 l ).(75,7 2 ),(7(i,F7;(^-g J )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
nu m «l inbufi •"2 i libit f-2 transitions
(il (i t,k,j 1 - (75,2!j)
62 T,K 5 7 (70,2 ,a'),(77,J"J )
63 5 h\J,F,DA,SA,I,K 8 - (C,7,»V),(78,.YAOF 2 )
61 A,7,F, D/I,,S/1,/,A,0 9 - (72,r«y ),( 78, /> /;['-£')
65 1.1 - 7 A", -/, F (79, Ail/// 2 )
(i(> 6 F,DA,SA,I 7 A,./ (79, F' ),(80, FI'DH 2 )
07 5 JJ\I)A,SAJJ\ 8 A ( 80, ./'),(* 1, A F0F2 )
68 7 — h\J,F,l)A,SA,l (X2,/:/ , /;// I ),(74, (V),
(83, r/;r/ -g2 )
69 7 - 5 A,./, A (83, A A //'/'), (76, re/;2 )
70 2 DA,SAJ 7 A\ ./, A (84, t/c<i , ),(8.r>, /»«'),
(86,F/'0(' 2 )
71 1 F,DA,SA,l,K 8 a,.; ( 86, F J ),( 87, A* EOF2 )
72 J,F,DA,SA,I,h\0 9 A' [87,J l )A8hPDU-Q l ),
(88, rcn? J 2 )
73 5 - T) A,./, T (!5,»V)
71 7 A .JJ\L)A,SAJ
.
(Xp', FFF^'),(90..7 2 ),
[M,PDU -Q 2 )
75 7 h\J 1 F (90,A/U/7'),(92, F'1 )




77 6 7\ A, J 6 - (9:1,7,')
7S 5 A,7, F,F,l,.V/l,/,A',0 9 - (8J,/V)
79 13 DA,SA,I 7 K,J,F (9 1, j/es 1 ), (95, no'),
(96, EFDU 2 )
80 (i F\DA,SA,I,K 8 a,.; (96. F 1 ). (97, A*AW2 )
81 5 J,F,DA,SA,LK,Q 9 A (97,./ 1 ),(98,rc7j?l 2 )
82 8 — h\J,F,DA,SA,I,K (99,AAW), (89, ,f/; 2 ),
( 100, PfW - C/2 )
X.J 7 - 5 h\J,F,DA,SAJ ( 1 00, A PAW 1 ).( 9 l,rr//2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
limn "1 ivlmfi «2 tub II
J
'2 Iraiisilioits
81 3 SAJ 7 h\J,F,DA (101, or 1 ),( 102, £7\LW 2 )
85 SAJ 7 h,J,F,DA ( 103, iV), (95, />!>('
-Q 1 ),
([()[, Fi'DU 2 )
80 2 DA,SAJ\K 8 h\J,F ( 102, (/' .«'),( 10 l,«o'),
(1O5,A00//2 )
S7 1 F, l)A,SAJJ\\i) h,J (105, r 1 ),! 100, n ml 2 )
KS .IJ\I)A.SAJJ\'A) n - ( 100, rr/i 1 ),(9K, P/)[/ - (,/')
X!) X h J,FJ)A,SAJJ< ( 107, A'/•;(; /••' ),(l08,rr/)2 ),
(I0!>, /'/>// - (/2 )
!)() 7 A,./ l FJJA,SAJ (108, FI'VU 1 ),(1 10, 7'2 )
91 7 A' 5 J,F\DA,SAJ (109, /••/'/)/"),( II I,./ 2 )
92 7 A\J,F 2 - (no. A" fly// 1 )
9.1 7 A, J fi F (lll,A"i\/// l ),(112,i ;'2 )
91 II ,SV1,/ 7 h\JJ\PA (113, cr 1 ), (111, EPDV 1 )




96 13 DA,SA,f,K s h\J,F (ii.l
>
0r* l ),(llfl,no , ) 1
(117, A" /TO/-'3 )
97 f> FJ)A,SAJJ\\Q 9 K,J -Ul 17, 7-"* 1 ). (118, inn I 2 )
98 5 JJ<\DA,SAJJ<A) 9 - (M8,./ 1 )
99 9 - KJJ\nA,SAJJi\U (107,m/2 ),(J19,/'i;/' -g 2 )
100 8 - 5 K,J,FJ)A,SAJJ< ( 1 H). A" /'X> /''),( 109, m/2 )
101 3 7 7 h\J.FJ)A,SA ( 120, cr' ).(I2I, FI'Dl' 2 )
102 3 ,9/1,/, A" 8 l\,J,FJ)A ( 12 1, cr 1 ),( 122, A /:0/'2 )





(12 \JJ>DV 2 )
10 1 ,SV1,/,A 8 h\JJ\DA (12l,rr/)'),(l 10, I'D!' - #'),
(I25,A£0/'2 )
IIW 2 /M,.S'/i,/,A',u «) I\,J,F (122,//».s 1 ),(I25,/i«'),
(120, mil I 2 )
100 J F,I>.-l,S/l,/,Ji",0 9 .1 ( 120, F'),( 127, it in I 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mini
"i inbufi 32 inbufi transit ivns





108 8 K,J 1 F,DA,SA,I,K (13O,a'F0F'),(131,f2 )
109 8 A r> J,F,DA,SA,I,K (129, A' EOF'), (132, .7*)




(i F,I)A,SA,l (l32.A777/' l ) i( |:{.r) /.^
112 7 A,/,F 13 - (135, AM/7')
11.3 II / 7 K,J,F,DA,SA (l36,cr , ),(137,£TI?P :i )
II 1 11 5/1,/, A" 8 h\J,F,DA (J37,a'),( 138, A'FOF2 )
IT) 5 / 7 h,J,F.DA,SA ( 139, if/;')- (MO, EPDV 2 )
IKi 5 5/1,1, A" 8 K,.),F,DA (1 I0,rr/>').(l ll.A'FOF2 )
117 13 DA,SA,I,K,{) 9 A,./,F (138,1/™' ),(! II, ho'),
( 1 12, n ml 2 )
MM (i l\DA,SA,l,K,i) !) .1 (1 12, /''),( 1 13, it ml 2 )
II!) 9 - 5 a,.;,/, /u,,s.i,/,a,o ( I29,rf//2 )
120 .1 - 7 h,JJ\DA,SAJ (1 i-i,at/;//*)
121 3 /,A 8 h\J,F,DA,SA -'(-I ll,r;'),(l 15, A FOF2 )
122 3 5/1,/, A', 9 A,./, F,/M (1 I5,rr'),( MG,mn1 2 )
m - 7 h\J,F,DA,SAJ (I39,F£W -#'),(! \7j:i'l)V 2 )
121 /,A 8 1\\JJ\DA,SA (M7,rr;/),(l U)J'l)(i - («>'),
(ii8,aay;f'2 )
125 5/4,/,A',() !) K,.i,r,i)A (l-IX, rr />>).(! II, FW/ -(,>').
( 1 19, rem I 2 )
12(5 2 /)/!,.S'/l,/, A,0 !) •/, /•' ( 1 -Id, i/« -s 1 ),( 1 19. //<)' ),( |.r,(),r< ml 2 )
127 1 /', /J,l,5/l,i,A',0 ') - (150,/")
1 28 9 - /,/\/>.l, 5/1,/, A ,0 (151, J a ),( 15*2. i*/>l' -Q z )
1 29 9 A 5 ./, /•',/>/!. 5/1,U A, (152,/cml'),(I53,J 2 )
I 30 9 A../ 1 F,/J/l,5/t,/.7i\0 (15J.rfml'),(15I.F2 )
I'll 8 A',./,F 2 £U,5.1,FA ( J 5 1. A FO /'' ). ( 1 55, iji s"2 ).( 15(5. m/J )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
iium »\ inbufx *2 iiibuf2 transit ions
1 32 8 A, J F,DA,SA,I,K ( 153, A FOF'hd 57, F2 )
133 7 h,JJ\l)A 3 SAJ ( 155,FFIW'M 158, or 2 )
131 7 h\J,F,DA SA,1 (156, EPDU 1 ), (159, re//J '),
(160,PD(/ - Q'J )
1 35 7 A,./,F 13 DA, SAJ (157,£;FP(^),(161,j/r^),(160,»o:i )
136 11 - 7 h,JJ\DA.SA,I (162,£FW)
137 M /,A" X h\.!,FJ)A,$A (102, or 1 ),( 103, A'FOF*)
138 14 SA,I,h\Q 9 h\J.FJ)A (103,rr'),(l01,reml*)
139 5 - 7 A",./, F, DA,SAJ (165,FFDF'')
1 10 5 I,K 8 h,J,F,DA,SA ( 105, »£//),( 160, A'FOF*)
I II 5 5/1,/, A", !) K,J,F,DA ( 100, rr/i'),( 107, rr ml 2 )
1 12 13 D/1,5'/1,/,A',0 9 •/, F ( 10 1, ye.s l ).(Ui7,vo l )A 168, win I *)
1 13 f> F,/?/t,,S'/l,/,A,0 9 - (I08,F*)
1 II 3 A 8 A,./, F, />,!,.S'/t,/ (109, A ' ),( 170, A" FOF'2 )
1 15 3 /, A,0 !) K,.I,F,DA,SA (170, <•/'),( \7\,rrm\'1 )
1 Hi 3 ,S'vl,/,A,0 !J J,F,DA ( ITJ.rr 1 ),( 1 72, rem P)
1 17 A 8 l\,.l,FJ)A,SAJ (173 vr/// ),( 105, /'/;// -g'),
-" (I7I,.YF6>F 2 )
1 IX r, A,o 9 h\J,F,DA,SA (17'l,rt7>'),(100,F/)(/ -#'),
( 1 75, rt ml 2 )
1 l<) ,v.i,y, a,o 9 J,FJ)A (I75,rf/;'),(I67, 1'DV -Q l ),
(J76,rrml 2 )
150 2 /;,i,,s\i./, A,0 9 F (172,j/C3 1 ),(l76,»Jo l ),(177,7TM>rj )
151 9 .7 1 F,DA,SAJ,h\0 ( 1 78, rr ml '),( 179, F2 )
1 52 9 - 5 ./,/',/;. i..v,i,/, a,o (I80,/2 )
1 53 9 A, J (i F, /;/l,,V/l,/,A,() ( INU.rfml'M IXI, F2 )







1 55 X K,JJ\ DA 3 SAJJx (182,A'F(;F 1 ),(181,tT i )
L56 s h,J,F,DA SA,1,1\ (183,AFOF'),(185,n//2 ),
(180,FDF -Q*)
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mini M inbuf\ "2 tubaJ
2
transitions
157 8 h\J,F 13 DA,SA,I,K (181,A'£W' 1 ),(187,yc.9 ;i ),
(186, no3 )
158 7 h\J,F,DA,SA 3 1 (18l,A77)^ 1 ),(l8S.r/ i )
1 59 7 h',J,F,DA,SA I (185,£7>IW 1 MlWI,rcpi ),
(190. /'D(/ -Q 2 )
Kill 7 h\J,FJ)A 5 SA.I (|X0,FFF/''),(l90,rf//2 )
K.I 7 h,.I.FJ)A II SAJ ( 187, FFF(''),( 191. <r 2 )
102 II A 8 A, .7, F, DA, SAJ (l92,A' , ).(J93,.VA'0/- ,i )
163 II /,A",0 9 h\J,F,.DA,SA (193, it 1 ).( J!M,rn/»l 2 )
101 II 5.1,/, A. 9 J,F,DA (191, (•;•').( 195, n ml 2 )
1 65 5 A" 8 h',J,FJ)A,SAJ (I90,r ( /> , ).(I97..YF('>>F 2 )
1 66 5 7, A'.O 9 K,.LF,DA,SA ( 197. rr/>' ).( I9N.jyh, I 2 )
107 5 SA,I, A',0 !) J, F, B/l (198, n/j' ),( 199, ran I 2 )
108 13 D,l,,S'/l,/, A',0 9 F ( J 95, «/f.«'),(! 99, no 1 ),
(200, rrm I 2 )
10!) A - ,x A../, F, F,I,.S',I.F A (202,A FOF2 )
170 3 A,0 9 A,./. F, F,l,,SAJ (2H2,A''),(203,n-mi I'2 )
17! 3 /,A',0 9 J,FJ)A,SA i2(W,cT 1 ),(2(M,rmil !l )
172 3 ,V/I,/, A,0 9 F, DA (2()l,(T l ),(205,rf»/H'2 )
17:} - 8 K,J,FJ)A,SAJ,K (200, />/;{/ - g , ),(207,.v/:(;/' 2 )
171 A',0 9 K,J,FJ)A,SAJ (207, re/;' ),(I97, FFF - g'),
( 208, rem I
,j
")
175 /, A',0 9 J,FJ)A,SA (2()8,rr/i l ),( lOS./'/W - Q')i
(20!), rcm] a )
170 .S'/l,/, A',0 9 l\ DA ( 209, rt/;1 ),! 199, /'/>/' - Q*),
(2IO,?rml 2 )
177 2 l)A,SA,l,h'A) 9 - (.205, «/< *' ).(2I0, mo 1 )
178 !) - 1 FJ)A,SAJJ\\0 (21 I,/' 2 )
17!) 9 •A A 2 DA,SAJJ\,i) (21J,/*/Ml , ),(2l2,.iy(.s 2 ),
(213, no2 )
ISO !) ./ FJ)A,SAJJ\\() (2M,f'cml 1 ).(2)5, F 2 )
36




i inbuj\ ' ?2 inbufi transitions
181 9 A\J,F 13 7J>/l,5/l,7,7v',0 (215, re/iil' ),(2J0,j/es'! ),
(217, no2 )
182 9 K,J,F,DA 3 5/1,/, A", ( 21 2. re r/i 1 '),( 2 18, rr 2 )
183 9 I\,J,F,DA 5/l,/,/v,0 (213, rem! l ),(2J 7, 7'Df/ - Q"i ),
(219. re//2 )
181 S h\J,F,DA,SA 3 /.A" ( 2 18. A" F(? /''),( 220. rr 2 )
isr, 8 K,J,F,DA,SA 1,K (219, .V FOF 1 ), (221, rr//2 ),
(222,PDV - C/2 )
18(5 8 A',.7, F, D,l 5 5.1./, A' (21 7, A"AW'), (222, /T^)
187 8 h,J,F,DA 1 1 5.1,/, A' (210, A EOF 1 ), (223, rr1 )
188 7 A,./, A, 7) .4, 5.1,/ 3 - (220, FI'I)U ] )
189 7 h',J,F,DA,SA.l - {
,n\,EPDV } )A tn\,VDV -Q l )
I'M) i h,J,F,l)A,SA 5 / (222, A ri)t' 1 ), (221, rr//2 )
l!M i h\.l,F,DA,SA 1 1 / (223, A/' />?''). (225. rr 2 )
192 15 - N h,.J,F,OA,SA,r,l\ (227,.\ AO/' 2 )
in.{ II A", n A',.7, F,/M, 5/1,/ (227, A' 1 ), (228, /v/mI'2 )
i«n II /,A,0 9 ./,/', /A 1, 5/1 1228, <•/'), (229, rrn>\ 2 )
i'i5 II AM,/, A', 9 /•', /;/! (229, r; 1 ), (230, rcm\ 2 )
190 5 - X h\J,FJ)A,SA,FK (231, AFC/' 2 )
197 5 A",0 9 A,.y,/',y;.i,5/i./ (231. rf/; 1 ), (232, re ml 2 )
198 5 /, A",0 f) ./,/',/). 1,5.1 (232,77/;'), (233, re ml 2 )
199 5 5.1,/, A", 9 7\7J.l (233,re/>'),(23l,rrml 2 )
200 If DA,SAJ.KA) 9 - (230,1/r.s 1 ),(23I,»jo' )
202 1 9 A',./, /•;/;. 1,5/1,7, A (230, /!<*'), (237, rem I 2 )
203 3 A',0 S) J,F,l)A,SAJ (237, A' 1 ), (238, rem I 2 )
201 :i F A,
D
«) F.I). 1,5.1 (238,«r' ), (239, rem I 2 )
205 3 5.1./, A, 9 /J.I ( 239, or' ), (2 10, rem I 2 )
200 5 - 8 A',./. T, /). 1,5/1,/, A (23l,.V7L'OF2 )
207 !) a,.;,/,/;. 1,5.1, 7, a (231,P/jr^-g'), (2 11, ;</;'),
(212, rem J 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
niiim *i inbufi . sa ivbufi transitions
208 A", 9 J,F,DA,SA,I {2>l2,rr.p l ),W2,PDU -(?'),
(2 13, ran l 2 )
209 /,A',0 9 F,DA,SA (213, »»//'), (233, PDV -Q l ),
(24-1, ran I 2 )
210 ,5/1,/, A, 9 DA (21 1,/r,,' ).(23l, PDV -(?'),
(2in,?T7»fi 2 )
211 9 F 2 IM,5V1,/,A,0 (246,rfml'),(2<7,j/*.<«2 ),
(218, »o'2 )
212 9 J, F, 7JM :i ,S/I.7,A,0 (2l7,7c»nl' ),(2J9.r/'2 )
213 9 7. F, F>/1 5/1, 7, A, (218,rcml l ),(250,i,/JC -Q'*),
(25l,rV)
211 9 - F, £M..SA.I, A\ (2.72, F*)
215 9 .;,F 13 7JM, 5,1,7, A',0 (252, rem 1" ),(253,j/c?2 ),
(250. n a3 )
210 9 a,.;,f, lu 11 ,S'/I,7,7i,0 ( 253, rem I 1 ), (25 l,cr2 )
217 K,.J,F,I)A A ,S/l,/. A,0 (250..rFwl l ),(25.r»,rr7»2 )
2 IX 9 h',JJ\l)A,SA :i 7, A',0 ( 219, rrw? J 1 ), (250, rr'1 )
219 9 K,J,Ff DA,SA u /,A",0 (25l,rrj»l l ),(255, FDV -Q l ),
(257, re//2 )
220 8 h,J,F,DA,SAJ 3 A (200,.\ F(77"),(258,7\' 2 )
221 8 F,J,F,DA,SA,1 U 7v (257, A"AW ),(25!),7'7J(/ - Q l ),
(200, rrp2 )
222 8 K,J,F,VA,SA 5 7, A (255,AFOF l ),(259,;f/// )
223 8 [\,J,F,I)A,SA II /, A (25'l,.YE0/'M ),(2OJ,cr2 )
221 7 h\J,F,DA,SA.l 5 - (259, A/W)
225 7 h\J,F,DA,SAJ II - (20l,7i'F/;F')
227 in 9 t\,.J,FJ)A,,SA,IJ\ (2(i2,/l«7,- l ),(2()3,rFf»| 2 )
228 N A',0 9 J,F,UA,SA,I (203. A 1 ), (20-1. mill 2 )
229 14 7,7i,0 9 F.DAiSA (20l,cr' ), (205, rem l z )
230 N ,*'/!./, A',0 9 DA (205,cr l ),(20(}.f(i-f»il'2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
it tint
•"i ivbufi "2 inbufi transitions
23
1
5 9 K,J,F,l)A,SA,I,l\ (207, re//), (208, re»n L'2 )
232 5 A',0 9 J,F,DA,SAJ (208, re/*1 ),( 20!), rem J 3 )
233 5 /,A',0 F,OA,SA ( 209, r< ;;'),( 270, rrm I 3 )
23 1 5
.9/1,/, A", 9 DA ( 270, rep 1 ), (271, ?em I 3 )
230 - !) h\JJ\l)A,SA,l,K, 1 (202, I'D/' - Q l ),['272,rnn\ J )
2.17 •1 !) J,F,DA,SA,I,f\ (272,,lr/,-'),(273,r<ml 2 )
238 3 A',0 9 F,I)A,SAJ (273, A' ),(27-l, re ml 2 )
239 3 /, A',0 f) l)A,SA (273, rr 1 ), (275, rent I 2 )
2 10 3 ,S\IJ,A,0 9 - (275, rr')
21J - 9 h\J,F,l)A,SA,I,K,Q {2(>7,PDV - g l ),(270.rfnil"i )
2 12 9 J,F,DA,SAJ,K (270, rep' ),(2G8, TiW-Q 1 ),
(277, rem I 2 )
2 I.J A',0 FJ)A,SAJ (277, rep 1 ),( 20!), /'/>(' - Q J ),
(278, rrm I 2 )
211 /,A",0 9 DA,SA ( 278, rep 1 ),( 270, />/> (7 -(?'),
(279, rem! 2 )
215 SAJ,K,Q 9 - (279,r f/ )' ),(271,7'/;r' - Q 1 )
2 Mi - 2 I)A.SA,IJ\A) (2*0. i/< .
s
2
), (2X I. i/o2 )
217 F,DA :j AM,/, A',0 (280, rem l'),( 283, rr'2 )
2 18 /•', DA A',l,/,A',0 (28 1, rem 1'), (283, /'/;(/ -<7 2 ),
(281, rep2 )
210 J,F\DA.SA 3 y,A.o ( 282, re ;n J '),( 285, cr2 )
250 9 J,F,DA 5 S. 1,7, A',0 (283,reml').(280,reH2 )
25 J 9 J,F,DA,SA /,A',0 ( 28 i, rem 1 '),( 280, PD V -Q 2 ),
(287. rep2 )
252 F 13 DA,SAJ,h',Q (288, remJ 1 ),(2.S!J, yes'),
(283. ho2 )
253 JJ\DA ! 1 SA.Lh'A) (289. rem 1' ). (290, rr 2 )
251 9 h\J.F.DA.SA II 1. A'.O ( 290. re hi I 1 ). (291. rr 2 )
255 h,J,F,DA,SA 5 /,A',0 (280, re m I 1 ), (292, re//2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mim
"l i nbu f i "2 inbnfi transitions
250 9 h,J,F,DA,SAJ :» A',0 (28 r,,rrml , ),(29:i, Aek*)
257 (J h',J,F,DA,SA,l A,0 (287, refill 1 )
258 8 K,J,f\DA,SA,I,K 1 - (293,A'fcW)
259 X h,J,F,DA,SA,f 5 A (2<)2,.VA.Y;/' 1 >,(295jt//2 )
2(H) s h',J,F,DA,SA,I,K - (2!II,.V fO/' 1 ). (295, /'/;c - ya )
201 s h,J.I\l)A,SA,l 1 1 A (29I,A'A'07 ,, ),(29(J, A J )
202 5 - •1 A,./, /", /M,,S.I./, A, 1 (297,1-™?!*)
203 15 7, /•', /),1, 5/1,7, 7v' ( 297, ,1 r/,- 1 ),( 298, rrm I'1 )
201 1 1 A',0 9 /',VM,,V.I./ (298, A"'), (299, rem I 1 )
205 N /,A,0 9 t; ,1,5/1 (299,fr l ),(:)00,rr»il*)
2(50 11 .SI,/, A',0 n - (.JOO.n 1 )
207 5 - 9 K,J,F.DA,SAJ,h\Q (301, renil'1 )
208 5 9 J.F,DA,SA.I.h (301, rcji'M 302, it ml 1 )
209 5 A',0 F.DA,SA,1 (302, n/i'). (303. rt ml'1 )
270 5 /, A",0 <) /;.t,.s.i (.10.1,/. //' ).(:(() !,/•• ml'1 )
271 5 5/1,7, A, <) - (301, rr/*' )
272 - 9 ./,/',/). 1,5,1,7, A, 1 [MIJWU - <?').( MIS, mill")
2 7: J 1 9 F,l)A,SA,IJi -'(305,.-If/.- 1 ),(300, rim I'1 )
271 :i A, !) 0/1,5-1,7 (300, A l ),(307,/cml 1 )
275 3 /,A,0 9 5.1 (307,cf , ),(30S,/\//l 1 )
270 - 9 ./, F, /).l,,V.l,/,A,0 (301, P/W - ^ l ),(309,irmr1 )
277 9 7 , 7J>,t,.SM,7, A (30y,rt/i ! ),(302, /'/>/' - y 1 ),
(3 10, rem I 2 )










2 SO «l DA :i 5/1, A, A,0 (3 1 3, rr ml'), (31 l,rr2 )
2S| 9 DA 5.1,/, A',0 (315, »> ml'), (3 10, re//1 ),
(3I7,P/;P-Q2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mim
"i inbiifi s 2 i libit f
2
transit ions
282 9 F,DA,SA 3 /,A\0 (3ll,rcml , ),(318,rr :i )
2X3 9 F, DA 5 5/1, 7, A',0 (3 1 7, rcml 1 ), (3 10, rrj/i )
281 9 F, TJ/l, 5/1 7,7i',0 (316, rem J 1 ), (320, rep"-1 ),
(319, 7'W - Q2 )
2X5 9 J,F,DA,SA,1 3 A',0 (3l«,rri»l'),(32l, l\"')
280 9 J,F,DA,SA 5 J, A',0 (319, rem 1 '), (322, rc/r^)
2X7 9 J,F,DA,SAJ A',0 (320, rem l>), (322, I'DV - Q'2 ),
(323, rep2 )
288 9 - 13 7JU,,V.1,/,A',() (.T2I, i/fV ),(:}] 7. ;i</-')
289 9 F, DA II 5.1,7, A',0 ( 321, rem 1'), (325, cr 2 )
200 9 7. F,7).l,5',l II /,A',0 ( 325, rcnil 1 ). (320, cr 2 )
291 9 K,J,F,DA,Ssl,I 11 A',0 ( 320, rem I 1 ),( 327, K2 )
292 9 h,J,F,DA,SA,l 5 A',0 ( 322, rem 1
'
). (328, rep'2 )
293 9 A,./,F, D/l,5'/l,/, A • 1 ( 32 1, rem 1
' ), (329,.-\rli'1 )
291 9 h\J,F,DA,SA,l,K (323, rem! 1 ), (328, FDU - Q 2 ),
(330, rep2 )
29.r, X a,./. /;/;.!,,v. t,/, a 5 - (328, A A'O/")
29(i X A,.7,F,D/I,5'/1,7, A 15 - .'- (327,A"A'(;/' 1 )
297 5 - 9 ./,7',/).l,,S\»,/,A, 1 (331,rrml 2 )
298 15 9 T, DA, 5/1, 7, TV (331,/lrA- 1 ), (332, rr in\'2 )
299 II A',0 9 DA,SAJ (332,7\' , ),(333,rr/»H'2 )
300 II /,A',0 9 SA ( 333, rr 1 ), (331. ,1//1 2 )
301 5 - 9 JJ'J) \,SA,I.I\\[) (335, rrm I 2 )
302 5 9 /;/;. i,5/i,/, a (335.r«y), (330, rem] 2 )
303 5 A',0 9 JLM,AM,7 ( 330, rrp l )A 337, rem J 2 )
30
1
5 /,A\0 9 5'/l (337,if7; 1 ),(338,^/.-l i )
305 - 9 F,AU,5'/l,7,7v,l (MIJ'DU - g 1 ).(339,rc ml 2 )
30(J 1 9 £>.1.5'.l,7,7v (339,/lr/.J ),(310.rrml 2 )
307 3 A',0 9 5/1,7 (310. A ')• (311,71/. 1'')
30X 3 r,A,o 10 - (3ll,rr'),(3l2,m wT2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
nit in •Si inbuf.\ -"2 i libit f
2
Iran sit ions
309 - 9 F,DA,SA,I,K,U Cm, PDF -Q'),(3 13, remi2 )
310 9 DA,SA,I t K (313,rep1 ),(33G, JP2W-(,? 1 ),
(31 1, rem! 2 )
311 A , 9 SA,I (311, rr//), (337, PDU-Q'),
(3-15, JIM 2 )




9 - 3 5Vi,J,A',0 (3 17, cr 2 )
31-1 !) DA,SA 3 /,A',0 (3J7,rrml' ),(3 IN, rr2 )
3 1 5 \) - 5/1,/, A",0 (3I9,7'7J(> - Q-i ),(:iriO,rr|»"J )
31 (i 9 DA,SA /,A',0 (350,/eMti l ),(35l,7, /;(/ -# 2 ),
(352,/r//2 )
317 9 DA 5 ,S'/i,/,A',0 (3l9,nml'),(35l,»<//2 )
318 9 F,DA,SA,l 3 l\J) (3 18, if. ml'), (353, A2 )
3 1 9 F,DA,SA 5 f,A\0 ( 35 1. re //)!'),( 35 l,rr/>2 )
320 9 F,DA,SA,I t) A',0 (352,/rm!'h(35l,/W - Q*),
(355, rrp2 )
321 9 J,F,DA,SA,l,f\ 1 -^353, rr ml'), (350, /lr//2 )
322 9 J,F,DA,SA,l 5 A',0 ( 35 1, rr »>!'),( 357, rr//2 )
323 9 J,F,I)A,SAJ,I\ (355, mn1'), (357, J'lW -Q'1 ),
(358,rf//2 )
32 1 9 DA 11 £,-1,7, A',0 ( 359, n ml'), (300, rr2 )
325 9 F,DA,SA 1 1 /,A',0 (300,/rml '), (30 1, rr2 )
320 9 J,F,DA,SA,I 11 A',0 (3(ii,rfml I ),(302,7v' J )
327 9 h\J,F,DA,SAJ,K 15 ( 302. ran 1 '),( 303, Ark'1 )
328 9 h\.JJ\DA,SAJ.K 5 (357, mill 1 ). (301. re//2 )
329 9 h\J,F,DA,SA,I,K,l - (350,rc»»»l , ),(303,/ , /;C - (? 2 )
330 9 h\J.F,DA,SAJ,h\Q - (353, rc»nl'),(301, /'/;/' - Q'*)
331 5 - 9 FJ)A,SA,I,h\\ (305, re-in J 2 )
332 15 9 DA,SA,I,K (305,,loA'),(300,rcml 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
num *l inhufi «2 inhufi transitions
333 II A',0 9 .5/1,7 (300, A '), (307, 71/. I 2 )
33 1 II /,A,0 10 - (307,rr , ),(3()8,»JfiH'Tz )
335 5 - 9 F,DA,SAJ, A',0 (309, mnl 2 )
330 5 9 /).1,,S/I,A,A (3(i!l, / >/>'), (370, rt in I"2 )
337 5 A',0 9 ,S/I,7 ( 370, re/;' ),( 371, AM 2 )








3 10 1 9 SAJ,K (373,,1(/,:'),(37I,/W.r2 )
311 3 A',0 10 I (371, A' 1 )r(375,»nr7' 2 )
3 12 3 /, A',0,.7,7', A' II - ( 375, cr 1 )
:* 1 :*
- 9 I)A,$A,T,KA) (300, PI)// - g 1 ),(37(j,/rn?| 2 )
311 U 9 SAJ,K (370,7'/7// -g'),(370,rq;'),
(377,/lM 2 )
345 A',0 10 I (371,7'/;/' -g l ),(377,rt/>'),
(378, ikwT2 )
3 10 f,A\0,7,7\A' 11 - ('.MLPDV -g 1 ), (378, re/;')
317 9 ,S'.<1 3 7, A',0 (379,/i/,l l ),(3K().rr 2 )
3 18 9 £M,,SV1,/ 3 A',0 (J380,rrmJ I ),(381,7i' a )
3 10 9 - 5 ,SM,7,7i',0 (382, rep2 )
350 9 ,S,I 7, A',0 (383,^7/1' ),(382, />/;/' - g a ),
(381. re//2 )
351 9 /)>!,,S7I 5 7, A',0 ( 382,rrml'), (385, rr//2 )
352 9 7J,1,,V/I,/ A,0 (38J,reml'),(385,7'D// ~g 2 ),
(380, rq/2 )
353 9 /', 7J,I,,V,1./,A' 1 (38l,reml'),(387,.trA: 2 )
35 1 7"\ /).<!,.S'.-l./ 5 A',0 ( 385, rr;»l'), (388. rr;/)
355 f) F, D.1.,SM,7,A' (380, /cm! 1 ), (388, PDV - Q 2 ).
(380. re//2 )
350 9 .7. F.DA.S A.J.KA - (m.rcm\ ] ).{X)(),Pl)U -Q')
357 9 J,F,DA,SA,I,K 5 (388, m»il l ). (391, rep*)
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
num Si inbufi »2 iubuf2 transitions
358 9 JJPJDA,SAJJ{,Q - ( 389. refill 1 ), (391,JW -Q l )
350 9 - 1 1 SAJ, A',0 ( 392, cr1 )
300 9 DA,SA 11 J, A',0 ( 392, rou 1 ').( 393, cr'1 )
301 9 F, DA, SAJ II A', (393, rem J'), (391, h"*)
302 9 J,F,DA,SAJJ\ 15 (39l,rrt»»l I ),(390,/|rA: ;i )
303 9 h,J,r,I)A,SA,fJ\, 1 5 - (390, rem I 1 )
301 9 A,./, F,AM,.S/l,/,A,0 5 - (39L, reniL 1 )
305 5 - 9 L>/1,.S/1,/,A',J (395, rem J
-2
)
300 15 !) SAJJi (305,,lr/,- , ),(39(i,vl//l i )
307 II A',0 JO 7 (390, A" 1 )
308 11 7, A',0,./, 7', A' II - ( 397, cr 1 )
.{(in 5 - 9 /J.I.,V,l,7, A',0 (398,rcml a )
370 5 9 SAJJi (39S,r f/ , , ),(309,A/,H)
371 5 A',0 10 I (399,rr/>' ),H00,hmi'7' j )
372 5 /,A',0,/,T,A" 11 - (100, rtp 1 )
373 U - 9 6.-1,/, A, 1 {.yrtj'Di' - g'),( ioj,iW.i 2 )
371 1 JO IJ< ( 101,.<1< /.-'),( K)2,iieirT*)
375 3 A',0, J, T, A' U I .(102, A'),( •103,rem2'i )
370 - 9 SAJJxA) (398,PDr/-Q , ),(«10l,M.l ;z )
377 10 IJ< (•101,rc/i' ),(399,7'/;^-g l ),
(
'-J05, newT 2 )
378 A',0, J, 2, A' 11 I ( I05,rc/;' ),( lOtM'/;/"/ - Q } ),
H00,rem2'2 )
379 10 - 3 7, A',0 (107, weu»7"), (108, (•/')
3X0 9 5/1, i 3 A',0 ( l()S,;U,l' ),(I09, A"2 )
3*1 9 DA,SAJJi 1 (I09,re ml '),(•! 10, .1(7.:*)
382 9 SA 5 /, A',0 (11 L.AM'),( U2 t rvp')
383 10 — /,A,0 ( Il3,iir«»7 ,, ),( -III,/'/;/' -<?*),
( Ml, rep1 )
38
1
9 SAJ A',0 (ll-l,AM'),( i\2JyDV -Q'2 ),
(115, re/ia J
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mini
"i inbafi »2 i nb it f2 transitions
385 9 DA,SA,1 5 7v,0 (412,reml ] ),(410, rep')
380 9 DA,SAJJ\ (415, rem! 1 ), (410, POT -Q 2 ),
(417, rep2 )
387 9 F,DA,SAJ.hA - (410, rem I 1 )
388 9 F,DA,SAJJ\ 5 ( 110, rem I 1 ).( IIS, rep 1 )
389 9 F,DA,SA,l,h\() - (4l7,rr?nl 1 ),(418, PDU - Q 2 )
300 9 J,F,DA,SA,Lh\l 5 - (419, renil'
)
39 J 9 J,F,DA,SA,I,K t Q 5 - (418, re/iil 1 )
392 9 SA 14 7. A.O (420, JU,l , ).(421.oM
393 9 DA,SA,1 11 /v.O (421,rcml'),(422,7v' 2 )
391 9 F,DA,SA,I,K 15 ( 122. re ml 1 ). (119. Ack 2 )
395 5 - 9 SA, 7,AM {m,MA z )
390 15 10 /.A ( l23,/kF).(424,neir7M
397 11 a\o,./,t,/\' [I f (424,A'),( I25.rem22 )
398 5 - 9 ,S\I./, A,0 (420, MA'2 )
399 5 10 7. A ( 120.fr;;1 ), ( 427, HMr-7' 2 )
100 5 A,0,.7.7\ A II / (427, rqi1 ),(428,rrm2 2 )
101 - 10 7, AM (423, PDV -Q x ),{ 129, in wT2 )
102 1 0,7,7, A 11 /.A (429,ylcA-'),( I30,rem2a )
103 3 A", 0, .7,7', A' 11 - ( 130. A 1 )
101 - 10 A A.O ( 120.7' 1)1' - Q ] )A VM.nnrT 2 )
•405 o,j,r,A' II 7, A (427,7 ,7?f/-Q , ),(431,fV),
(432,rem22 )
100 A,0,./,7\ A" 1 1 - ( \2H,PDU - Q 1 ), (432, np l )
407 11 - 3 /.A. 0,-7. 7 '.A (433, cr'2 )
408 10 / 3 A.O (433,ffetr7"),( 134. A" 2 )
409 9 SA.L A -J (434, AM 1 ),( I35.,l</M
410 9 DA.SAJ.K.l - (435,reml'),( m,PDU - Q 2 )
111 10 - 5 /.A.O ( 137, in mvT'M MS, rep'2 )
412 9 SA.l 5 A.O (438.ilAl').( 139. rep2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
mini *i inbu'fi *2 iiibufi transitions
413 Jl - /,A",0,J,r,A" {417,PDU -Q*),('U0,repl )
-111 10 / A",0 (440,newT,, ),( 138,POT -Q 2 )
(411.?ri>2
)
415 9 5/1,/, A" (141,A/A I ),(139,P/)f/ -Q J ),
(442, rep2 )
ll(i 9 DA.SAJ.K 5 ( 439. rr ?»l'). (4 43,rrj// )
117 9 0,1, 5/1,/, A", - (442,reml , ),(4 W,PDU - Q 2 )
•US 9 F, 0/1,5'/!,/, A", 5 - (443,rrml')
4.19 9 F..0,1,5/1,/,A\I 5 - (43(3, rr-m I 1 )
420 40 - 11 7.A.0 (444, neu\T r ), (445, cr*)
421 9 5/1,7 11 7v.O (445,il//l 1 h(44G,A*)
422 9 0/1,5/1,/, A" 15 (4 10, rem! 1 ), (430. /M1*)
423 5 - 10 /.A', 1 ( 1 l7,;/r uj'Z' 31 )
424 15 ()../. /'. A 11 /.A' (447. /IcAt 1 ), (4 \R,remt*)
425 14 A\0,./,7\A II - (lis. A' 1 )
42(3 5 - 10 /.A'.O (449,?jeu'T2 )
427 5 0.7,7. A 14 /.A (449, rep 1 ).(450,rem2 2 )
428 5 h\0,J,I\K 44 - (450, rep 1 )
429 J,T,K 41 7. A',1 (451, J 1 ), (447, PDU -Q 1 ),
(452,rem22 )
430 1 0../,7./v' 11 A' ( 152.. lr/,J ).( 153. remA 2 )
431 J. /, A' 41 7. A, (451,./').( 449, POT -(?').
(455,rem22 )
432 0,J.7\A" 44 7v' (455, rep' )> (450, POT - Q } ).
(45(3. ret??A 2 )
433 11 7 3 A.0../.7.A (457,re7??.2 1 ),(458,/v"^)
134 10 /.A" 4 (458,neu»2,1 M4-59,/lcA?2 )
435 9 5.4. 7. A. 4 - ( 459,AM 1 ).( 100, PDV -Q2 )
43(3 9 0A,5/1,/,A,1 5 - (400,reml')
137 14 - 5 /.A.0..7.7\A" ( 4(31, r»//2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
num •"1 i iibu J
1
•"2 inbnfi transitions
438 10 I 5 A',0 (4(Jl,Hej//r , ),(402,re/;'/ )
•139 9 5/1,/, A' 5 (402,/»M l ),( 104. ny; 2 )
1 10 11 7 7i',0,.7,2
,
,7i (401, rrj^ 1 ). (401, 7 > 7J(7 -Q 2 ),
(105, re;/2 )
111 10 I,K ( 405.wcir7").( 102. /'77 (7 -Q l )<
( 100, re/)
112 5/1.7. A\0 - ( iog,a//1'),( -io3./'7;rr -Q 2 )




J 1 / .A .0.7. 7\A" (107. rr 2 )
J 15 10 1 II A.O ( 4(j7,wrM'7' , ),( 408, A 2 )
ll(i 9 5/1,7, A' 15 (408,717 /l 1 ), (400, /IrF)
117 5 .7.7', A 11 /.A. 1 ( 109../' ).( 4 70. /-f i»>2 2 )
1 18 15 0.7,7 '.a 11 A (470,4c/,- 1 ).( 171, rem h"2 )
4-10 5 .7, 7, A 11 7. A.O ( 472,.7 , ).( I73,rcm2'2 )
150 5 0,7.2',7i 11 A (473, rep 1 ).( 17-1, remA"*)
451 1 2'. A 11 7. A. I..7 (475.7,1 ).( I70.rr/n2 2 )
452 J,T,K 11 7v.l (47o,.7 1 ).(47o.7 , /;r -g 1 ),
(477. rem A' 2 )
453 4 0,.7,2,7i" 12 - (477,/lrA J )
454 J r, /v 11 /.A.O, .7 (478,7'/), (470. rrm'22 )
455 J, Z\ 7i 11 A'.O (474, PDU -Q'),(479,7'),
(480, rem A' 2 )
150 0, .7,7,7i 12 - ( I7I.7'7JC - g'),(480,r«y
)
457 11 - A,0.7.7. A' ( 481. A 2 )
458 1 J /.A 0,.7,T,7i' ( I8i,rcw2').( 182./lrF)
459 10 7.A.1 - ( 482,neio2,l ).( 483, P 77 (7 - Q 2 )
400 9 5/1, 7, A, 1 5 - (4X3,il//l')
401 II / 5 A, (),./. 7. A ( IS k / f m2' ).( IS5.n/;2 )
402 10 7, A 5 (|S5.;ir(/'7' 1 ).( lS(i,;f/> 2 )
104 9 5/1,7, A", 5 - (480, TIM')
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
num
"i ivbufy "2 inbuf2 transitions
464 11 - A.O. 7.7'. A {•m.PDU - Q2 ), (487, rep2 )
465 11 7, A 0,7,7, a (487, rem2'), (485, PDU-Q2 ),
(488, re;*2 )
406 10 /,7V, - (488,»eu>7' 1 ),(486,i>77(/ -g 2 )
467 11 / 14 A. 0,-7, r, A (489, ren^ 1 ), (490,7a 2 )
468 10 JJ< 15 (490,«cit'7' 1 ),( 183, /lc
A-'2
)
469 6 r, a 1J 7,7v\1.7 (191,7a
1
)
170 5 ./. T. A' 11 A*,l ( 492,,7'), (493, re-mA'a )
171 15 0..7,1,71' 12 - ( 103,/lcfc 1 )
172 T.K II A A". 0,7 (191, /J ).( -195. rrm2
2
)
173 5 ././'. A 11 A.O ( l!)5. ./'),( I'Ki./MnA' 2 )
171 5 (),./,/', A 12 - ( 490, rrp 1 )
175 7v II /.A, 1,7,7' (IdlJ'DU - y').( 198, rep'),
(I99.rf7»2 2 )
170 1 7, A" II A. 1.7 (199, 7',' ). (500. rcni 7v" 2 )
177 •/, T, A 12 1 (500,7'), (493, 7'IW - Q 1 ),
(0,0 A'2 )
178 A 11 7,7v',0,7.7 (501,7 ,7;f'-g , ),(502,/r7/),
(503, rem 22 )
17!) 1 T, A 11 A, 0.7 (503,7/ ),( 501, re mh"2 )
-ISO
./, T. A 12 (501,./'),(2,7»/:.f?.f»2 )
IS] 1
1
A 1 0,-7,7, A (5()5, rem A"
1 ),(500, Ack 2 )





is:j HI /,A,1 5 - (.Wi.hfii']' 1 )
IX | 1 1 - 5 A.O../. 7". A (509, np2 )
1X5 1 1 7, A' 5 0,7,7. A (509, ref^ 1 ), (510, rep2 )
ixo 10 L A.O 5 - (510, //Mr7')
1X7 11 A 0.7./',7v (511,rcmA" 1 ).(50U,P2;(/ -Q 2 ),
(5 12, rep2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
u inn * J inbufi •q 2 inbufi transitions





4S9 II - II A, 0.. /,'/', A (51 4, A 2 )
190 U 7. A 15 0.-7,7 '.A (51 l,/t///2').(507.J<7,' 7 )
491 7 A 1 1 /,A, J,./,A (51 5, A vU/7 1 ),(510,n /;;2 2 )
492 6 r, a Jl A', 1 . .7 (5I0.7:J ).(5l7,/f///7v'
2
)
m 5 .7,2', A 12 1 (517,.7').(1.0A J )
194 7 A" 11 /. A.0..7. F (518.A"/U/f l ),(519.7Tm22 )
195 r, A" II A,o,.; (5l9.7 2
l ).(520.rrm7v 2 )
490 5 .;. r, A" 12 (520,.7 J ),H7.m/.s.52 )
197 5 A" 11 7.A. 1..7.7' (521. rep 1 ).( 522. rem2'2 )
498 - 11 /.A. J../. '7. A (52I.777F -g , ),(523,/em22 )
199 7v' 11 a\i,.;,t (523, re//), (522, POT - (,>'),
(524, rem A" 2 )
500 1 r, a 12 1,./ (524,7^ ).( 3, 0/v' 2 )
50 J 5 A" 11 /, A',0..AT (525,rc^ , ),(526,rem2v )
502 - II /. A.0../.7. A (525. POT - (;').( 527. /Ym2 2 )
503 A JJ A, 0,7. 7' (520.7'/;rr - g , ).(527,/r/; 1 ).
(52S.rrmA"2
)
50 1 1 r, a 12 0../ (528,27 ),((l,iiiMa2 )
505 12 - •1 0.7.7. A (529./lrA' 2 )
500 II A.J 7,7. A (529,rr-m7i" 1 ),(530,P7;f/ - (<> 2 ).
(53 I.-/ 2 )
507 II /.A.I 5 ./. /'. A" (530,rr;;;2'),(532..7 2 )
508 IJ 7, A, J../ I /'.A (53i,nrm2 1 ).(53.vri2 )
509 II A 5 0,7.7\ A (53-l,rc7i?A"' ).( 535. rr//2 )
510 Jl 7.A.0 5 7.7. A (535.m»2 J ).(530.7 2 )
511 12 - 0.7.7. A (531, POT - Q 2 ), (537. re//1 )
512 JJ A',0 .7,7. A ( 537. re in A' 1 ). (535. POT - Q 2 ),
(538, 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
n inn
"l inbufi "•2 i libit j"2 transitions
513 11 7. A.O. .7 1 r.A ( 538, re77i2' ),(i539, T{)
511 11 A" 15 o,j,r.A" (51().re?n7i' , ).(530McA- 2 )
515 7 A" 11 I,K,LJ,F,DA,SA,I (5 1 1. EPDW), (5 12. rrm2 2 )
510 < A" II AJ.././' (5l2.A^//7').(5l3.rrmA 2 )
517 r, k 12 1,7 (5I3.7 2J ).( I0.OA 2 )
5 1
X
i K 1 1 /, A, 0. ./././;.!.,S',1,/ (5 1). A7 > /;/' , ).(5 15.rM//2 2 )
5 If) 7 A 1 1 A, ()../. /' (5 15. A ^//7').(5IO,rM/>A 2 )
520 r,K 12 0,-7 (54G,T2
1 ),(02,77i/.?.?a )
521 5 - 11 LKA..J.1\K (547,rcm2'2 )
522 5 A 11 7v,l,.7,T (517, rep 1 ).(518.7T77iiv 2 )
523 - 11 A*, 1 , J. 1\ A (547.PZW - g'),(5l').rr//;A' i )
521 A 12 1,-7.7' {WJWU - Q 1 ). (549, re/),
( IMA' 2 )
525 5 - 1 1 /. A.0../.7. A (550,rrm22 )
520 5 A 11 A.O../. T (550, rep1 ), (551, re?;? A 2 )
527 - 11 A.O. .7. /', A (550. /'/;(' - g 1 ), (552, rr 7??./v"2 )









530 11 AM 5 •7.7. A (553. re 777 A' 1 ). (555. J 2 )




532 11 7. AM..
7
6 r, a (555.rrn?2').(557,7:/)
533 11 7,A',l,.7,r A" (55G, re/712 1 ). (558, PIN' - Q 2 ),
(559. rep2 )
531 L2 - 5 0..7.7.A (500. rr/r2 )
535 11 A.O 5 ./.7.A (500.rrmA'' ).(50l../ 2 )




-7,T. A (12. miss 1 ). (500. PDV -Q 2 ).
( 503.-7 2 )
50





*a i libit J2 transitions
538 11 7v',0,7 1 r, a (503, rrm A' 1 ), (561,
7
"j*)
539 11 7,A\ 0,7,1' 7v' (564,rem2' ),(565,7,7J^ - Q -i ),
(566, rep2 )
5 10 12 - 15 0,7,7, A' (553, /Ic//2 )
51 1 8 A II f,/i, 1,7, F, />,!,,$71, 7, A 567,A"/;OF , ),(568,nr»?22 )
512 7 A' 11 h,l,J,F,l)A,$A,I ( 50X, F/'F>F '),( 509, roil A' 2 )
513 7 A' 12 I,7,A' ( 5(J9, A" J»i i/'),( 60,0 A'2 )
5 11 8 A' 11 /, A',0,7. F, 7M.,S,1,FA' ( 570, A"ZWF'), (57 1. r«»»2 2 )
515 7 A' 11 7v',0.7,7\/;.4,,y.4,7 (571,£'i'7J>(/ , ),(572,remA'2 )
5 Mi 7 A' 12 0,7. F (572,AM/7 1 ),(7G,miW)
5 17 5 - II AM, 7, /'.A' (573, n -mi A' 2 )
5 IX 5 A" 12 1.7.7' (573./w/> 1 ),(X.^A' i )
5 1') - 12 1,7,7', F (573, /'DF -(?'),(7,OA"J )
5 r)l) 5 - II A', 0,7,7', A' (57-1, rrm A" 2 )
nr, | 5 A' 12 0,7,7' (574, ?f /;' ),( 15, mist** )
552 - 12 0,7, 7, A" (571, FFF - (^MM.w'nm2 )
55:$ 12 1 5 7,7, A (13.0AM ),(575,7 2 )
551 12 1,./ 1 7'. A .,;(ll,OA' 1 ),(576,7'/)
555 II AM,./ r, A' ( 575, i( in A' 1 ). (577, Tj)
556 11 A,1,./,T A' (57(),rf)iiA" l ),(578,F7JF -Q 2 ),
(579. re/;2 )
557 11 /. A, 1.7, r i A ( 577, rr t»?2' ). (580, A'MH 2 )
558 1 1 r,h\ i,./,r 5 A' (578,rrm2'), (581, rr;/2 )
559 II /, A, 1,./,'/', A - (579,rem2" ),(58l,7'/;// - Q'2 )
560 12 5 7, /'. A (I9,»n/.s.8').(582,./ 2 )
56
1
11 A, 0,7 (i 7', A' (582, rem A' 1 ), (583.7'.?)
562 11 /.a\o,7,f 7 A (583,ro/j2'),(58l,AJl7/7 2 )
56.1 12 (),./ 1 r, a (20. >n/.s.s'),( 585,7?)
561 1 I A, 0,7,7' A (5X5, reiHA" 1 ),(586, P77(/ - Q'*),
(587, rr/;2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
lllllll *1 iiibuf\ »2 iv bit fa transitions
565 11 /,A,o,7,r - 5 K (586, rcfii2'), (588, rr//2 )
560 11 I,K,0,J,T,K - (587,rem2 , ),(588,/'D(' - g2 )
507 9 A" 11 I,[\,\,.!,F,DA,SA,r,K,U ( 589, rem 1 ).( 590. rr n/22 )
56* H A" II h,\,J,F.I)A.SAJ,K ( 590, A* /?0 /"),(•59 J. m in A 2 )
509 7 A 12 \.JJ\I)A,SA.I (591,£T/?J' , },{7J,OA"J )
570 9 A 1 1 /, A, 0,7, /', /M,.S.I,/. A, (592,ri in I 1 ). (59.'l,i. iii22 )
r,7l X A 1 1 A, 0,7, 7, AM,,SI,/, A (593, A /.(; /"),( 59 l,i. hi A' 2 )
572 7 A 12 0,7, /', DA,SAJ ( 59 1, !: /'/;/''),( 91, m i.«s l )
573 5 - 12 1,7,7\A (12,0A' 2 )
57 1 5 - 12 0,7,7, A" ( 19. in its2 )
57-r» 12 1,7 (i 7', A" (21,0 a" 1 ), (595, 7'jf)
576 12 i,j,r A" (23,0A''), (596, /'/>(' -g2 ),
(597, rr/;2 )
577 1 1 A, 1, •/,/' 7 A (595, r. hi A' '),( 598, A ,l/i'/ 2 )
578 1 1 A", 1,7,7' 5 A (590, n m A' 1 ),(599, np1 )
579 1 1 A, 1,7.7', A - ( 597. rr in A ' ),(599, /'W - Q 2 )
58(1 II IJ\,\,JJ\DA,SAJ 7 A (600, AT/)/' 2 ), (598, riiii2')
581 II /,A. 1,7,7', A 5 - (599,rri»2 l )
582 12 0.7 r,A- (28, iiiw 1 ), (601.7:/)
583 II A",0,7,F 7 A' (001. ix in A' 1 ), (002. AM//'/ 2 )
58
1
II 1,K,0,J,F,DA,SA,1 7 K (602.JfJH2 1 ),(60.J, ATM' 2 )
585 J 2 l),J,T A OO.iuijj'MfiO-l./'Df - g 2 ),
(605, it/;2 )
586 II A, 0,7,
7'
5 A (601. mil A' 1 ). (606, rr/;2 )
587 11 A, 0.7, T, A" - (605, rr /// A' 1 >,(606, /W - (<> 2 )
588 II /.A. 0,7, 7, A' 5 - (606,ri »i2' )
589 9 - II /,A, 1,7./', /;.l,,S'.l./,A,0 (607,mn22 )
590 9 A" II A',I,7,F,£U,.SM,/,A\0 (607, re in I 1 ), (60S, rr m A' 2 )
59 8 A 12 l,J,F.DA t SA,I,K (608, A'E0F 1 ), (89,0 A' 2 )
592 9 - 11 /, A, 0,7, /', AU.,S/I,/,A,0 ( 609, rr ml' 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
VUVI 9 1 ivbufi . "2 inbitfi transitions
59.1 9 A" 11 7i",0,7,F,/?/l,.SM,/,/i,0 (609,rr»il' ),(0I0, reinA"J )
59
1
X A 12 0,7, F, A> ,1,5,1,/, A (010. YL'OF 1 |.( 109, m /'««*)
595 12 l,J>F 7 A" (:i2,OA').(')H,AA//^)
590 12 L,J,T 5 A (:M,OA' ),(OI2,n //')
507 r_> l,J,T,K - (O.OA 1 ), (012, /'DC - 0> 2 )
598 i i h\l,J,F,DA,SA,I 7 A (0ll,re»iA' , M<>13,£7'IW'( )
500 ii A, 1,7,7', A r» - (012, rem A '
)
(i()0 n f,7i',l,7,F,IM,S/l,7,7i 8 A (0l:i,rej?i2 1 ),(0l \,SEOF i )
001 12 0,7,F 7 A (•J0,ii»W)i(Ol r».-VA/f'/2 )
002 II hA),J,F,.DA,SA,l 7 A (015, rem A ' ),(0I0, EMU'*)
(»():{ II I,[\A),.1,F,UA,SA,1.K s A (0l«,rf.-»»21 ).(0I7,.\ AW*)
001 12 0,7,7' 5 A ( 12, /ll/W ),((i|X,l,//2 )
005 12 0,7,7', A - (l l fiitW).((il8,i'U(' -Q l )
000 II A, 0,7, /', A 5 - (018, n ui/t '
)
(i()7 9 - II A". 1.7,/', /).!,.S.I, /,A.O (019, rem A"11 )
00S 9 K 12 \.J,F\I)A,SA.I. A.O (019,rrml'),( IO7,0/i' a )
(i() ( ) 9 - II A, 0,7, F,DA,SA.I.[\A). (020, rem A" a )
010 9 A' 12 0,7, F,DA. 5.1.7, A",0* (620,rrinJ l ).(J29,nn\i5i )
(ill 12 1.7, F, DA,SA,l 7 A ( 1-I.(;A i ).(02I. El'DU 2 )
012 12 J, 7, 7, A 5 - (2.0 A')
(ii:i II h,],J,F\DA,SA.rj\ 8 A (02l,r«mA l ),(f»22,.V/:O/'v )
on II 7, A, 1.7.F,D,1,.V.I,/,A',0 9 A (021. r<m2' ), (02.1, rem 1*)
1
r
> 12 0,7, F, DA,SA,1 7 A (.ri2,»»/'.s.s , ),(02l, V.I'm' 1 )
010 1 1 A,0,7,F,/7/l,,S,l,7,A 8 A (021, rem A 1 ), (025. .YAW')
(.17 II IJ\J),J,F,DA,$A,IJ\A) !) A (025,rrm2' |.(020, rem I 2 )
OIK 12 0.7,7'. A 5 - ( IT.mtW
)
010 !) - 12 i.7, /; /;.i,.V/i,/. A. (i (I28,(;A 2 )
020 !) - 12 0,7, /" l)A,$A.I. A',0 ( I52,m/'.s.«2 )
021 12 I,7,F, DA,SAJ,I\ X A (57,OA'),(027, A'EOF 2 )
022 II A, 1,7,7', DA, AM,/, A", n A ( 027, rrni A 1 ),(028,rrml 2 )
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TABLE 3: RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS (cont)
num 0] inbufi i 2 i nb u [2 transit ions
023 li LKA,J.I\DA>SA.LK.O 9 - {G2S.rem2 l )
02-1 12 U..],F.DA,SA.IJ\ 8 A (67,711*00' ),(G29,A'£W2 )
(i2.r) II KA)..JJ\DA.SA.L1<A) 1 A (029, rem A 1 ), (030, n ml 2 )
(>2(i II r,h',0,J.F,DA,SAJ,hA) 1 - (G30,tt7ii2 1 )
(i27 12 \.JJ\DA.SAJJ\A) ) A (72,OA" , ),(G3J,rriwl a J
028 II A', \,j,f,da,sa,i, a,o 1 - ( 03 I.itiii A 1 )
029 12 (),./, KDA.SA.I, A, (1 1 A (81, m/**' ),(G32,rr ml 2 )
030 Jl A,o,./,i',i;/i,.yri,/,yv',o 1 - (032, rriii A"' )
031 12 i,.AF,zm,S/1,/,a\o I - (88,OA')
032 12 o..;.7'.l>,l,v,i./ > a.o ) - (98,m700')
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